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re-think No.61

    COULD THE ANCIENTS BE RIGHT?
    SCIENCE SHOWS GOD’S NAME IS IN ALL CREATION!

Is God big or what? Just look at the vastness of the universe. Our Milky Way Galaxy is approximately 100,000 light-
years in width. There is an estimated number of galaxies at 200 billion with each holding 200 to 500 billion stars!
Now that is a ‘Wow!’ Now add to that the estimated total of inhabitants on the earth as being six billion. Each one of
those folk have between 75 and 100 trillion cells. We will compile evidence that everything that has come forth from
God has His stamp in the elements that make up each item — in fact His DNA! — all fitting together in a glorious
intended plan with every detail fitting exactly so that God can declare that all things work together for good.
We see the bigness of creation and the question arises, ‘How did it all begin?’ Hebrews 11:3 states, Through faith
we understand that the worlds were framed by THE WORD OF GOD ... all things came out of God. John’s gospel
begins, In the beginning was THE WORD and the WORD was with God and the WORD was GOD....... All things
were made by Him; and without Him was not anything made that was made.

GOD IS THE WORD . . . that being so, then He is also the LETTERS that make up the words.
SPOKEN WORDS . . . remember the nine times in early Genesis “God said” contains the Breath of God which is
the Spirit of God. Thus spoken words have spirit in them so that they can be used in communication and as God
has shown us, in creation also. Jesus underlines this when He said, My words they are spirit and they are life
(John 6:63).

THE  TETRAGRAMMATON
IN THE BEGINNING ... GOD was all there was! He was WORD whose name is ‘I am that I am’ (Exod. 3:14). This
personal name of God was originally  seen as four Hebrew letters ... YHVH which is known as the tetragrammaton
(vowels were added much later ... hence the name JEHOVAH).
Hebrew and Aramaic are the two ancient languages that are ‘numerical languages’ (an introduction to this subject is
in re-think No.43 but further insights have been discovered: similarly in the Greek, but is not needed in this exer-
cise).  A ‘word’ is a combination of letters where each letter is vitally important to convey accurately the full intent of
the writer/speaker; that is the full meaning of LOGOS.  All civilizations have their respective languages, hence their
unique alphabets.

THE HEBREW ALPHABET   These letters can be found as the headings of each stanza of Psalm 119. (Each of
the 8 verses of each respective stanza, begins with the letter of its heading).    Aleph = 1.  Beth = 2.  Gimel = 3.
Daleth = 4.  He = 5.  Vau = 6.  Zain = 7.  Cheth = 8.   Teth = 9.       Jod = 10.  Caph = 20.  Lamed = 30.  Mem = 40.
Nun = 50.  Samech = 60.   Ain =70.   Pe = 80.   Tzaddi = 90.  Koph =100.   Resh = 200.  Schin = 300.  Tau = 400.
Caph* = 500.  Mem* = 600.   Nun* = 700.  Pe* = 800.  Tzaddi* = 900.  *same pronounciation as earlier but
different appearance. The 22 basic letters with the 5 ‘specials’.      [ see note on page 7].

The letters of THE HEBREW ALPHABET each contain a deeper meaning built upon their numerical value. e.g. the
second letter is BETH and its very shape shows a house with a person in it. Hence we have, for example, the
meaning of the Hebrew word BETHEL is ‘The House of God’. BETH means house and EL means God. Still deeper,
these numbers and letters relate to the ‘Atomic Mass’ of elements.

ANCIENT PEOPLES  have provided us with either original scrolls or accurate copies. The greatest compilation of
such writings we have as our BIBLE with its 66 books (39 from the Hebrew mostly and 27 from the Greek) which
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have stood the test of time. Unfortunately the translations into English are somewhat lacking in accuracy in many
areas.

THE (somewhat biased) NICEAN COUNCIL of 325 AD was commissioned to produce the canon of scripture by
Constantine and consisted of Bishops and ‘Church’ leaders of that day. They deleted approximately 45 ancient
‘books’ leaving with us our bible of today which has been and is a great blessing which no one will deny. This
deletion has robbed us of an amazing contribution of what was revealed to the ancients (we must not think of our
forefathers as uncivilized or in any way barbaric ... some unfortunately were!). However, God was not to be
thwarted and being in complete control, prompted certain subsequent ‘discoveries’ to be revealed when there were
researchers who were prepared to get out of the traditional ‘box’. Some ancient recorded history and research has
come to light.

In 1945 ... A jar containing 12 complete ancient scrolls and also eight ‘pages’ of a 13th. were discovered. These are
now stored in the NAG HAMMADI Library in Egypt and reveal some interesting and challenging insights on the
creation work of God.
I wonder why God waited so long to take the cover off this cache of writings? God has declared that He works ALL
things together for good to them who love Him and who are called to show forth His purposes. With that in mind,
His timing for such an unveiling must be ‘right-on’!

In 1947 ... Over 22,000 fragments of hide, copper and papyrus manuscripts were discovered in the Quram Caves.
They have meticulously been assembled to reveal about 900 scrolls which today are referred to as THE DEAD
SEA SCROLLS.
Today’s TRUTH HUNTERS are challenged by what has been unearthed — rescuing the proverbial ‘baby’ that was
thrown out with the bath water! It is hard for some to admit that many ancient civilizations were extremely advanced
in their culture and scientific understanding and they had the common sense to record their findings etc.

THE DISCOVERIES include the KABBALAH which is a collection of writings in the Hebrew language. The word
‘Kabbalah’ simply means ‘TO RECEIVE or RECEIVING HIDDEN TRUTHS’ (like unfolding a mystery)! Among these scrolls, there
was discovered three major ‘books’ called,

ZOHAR ... The Book of Radiance,
MIDRASH ... The Book of Illumination and
SEPHER YETZIRAH ... the Book of Formation. The latter one is believed to have been given to Abraham.

Our attention is focused on the third writing to extract a few ‘nuggets’ that just might add to our overall understand-
ing of our great God and His powerful creation work.

The SEPHER YETZIRAH includes a preserved history going back some 5,000 years! The historical records therein
should not be ignored neither should they create any fear just because it is not commonly known and not usually
accepted by the authodox Church. A genuine hunger to know our God will look into all evidence especially as
science today is confirming so much of the old accounts. We have been encouraged by God to Prove all things and
hold fast to that which is good (1 Thess.5:21).
We shall be looking at the direct link between the Hebrew letters and the ELEMENTS of life ... the exercise will
show how that God put Himself (WORD and LETTERS) into all of His creation in a marvellous and staggering way.

The Torah or Pentateuch (the first five books of our bible) was originally given as a continuous writing of
about 300,000 letters with no vowels or punctuation. These were added centuries later.

THE TORAH-GENESIS record declares that God made the heaven and the earth. Now observe the following:-
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Hebrew for ‘heaven’ is Ha-SHa-Ma-YiM ... H(5)-SHa(300)-Ma(40)-Y(10)iM(40) ... this gematria totals 395. (Remem-
ber that GEMATRIA is the numerical value given to each letter of the Hebrew alphabet).
Now compare this word ‘heaven’ with the Hebrew word for ‘soul’ which is NeSHaMaH.  Ne(30)SHa(300)Ma(40)H(5)
also adds up to 395. Having the same total value declares that they are of a similar nature. Thus God creating man
from the earth and declaring that he was a living soul, he became the link between heaven and earth ... or spirit and
soul.

In these ancient writings there was a statement made that man was made from a union of HEAVEN and EARTH
... of God Himself and the EARTH He created. The ancient ESSENES via the Dead Sea Scrolls described four
forces of creation as ‘angels’ —

The Angel of the Wind,
The Angel of the Sun,
The Angel of the Water and
The Angel of the Earth.

These old sages reckoned they had an insight into creation and they carefully wrote their findings down for future
generations ... us?

FIRE, AIR AND WATER
However in the Hebrew alphabet, there are three ‘mother-letters’  ALEF (A), MEM (M) and SHIN (SH). The
remaining letters also have their own significance. These three particular letters relate to the ALCHEMICAL ELE-
MENTS of FIRE, AIR and WATER. These three ingredients had their part in producing all matter. From these
three, we will see, is the basis of all of God’s creation.

The element of AIR was not clearly defined in the ancient writings. Scientists over ensuing centuries concluded that
‘air’ we breath was oxygen. The truth of the matter is that our atmosphere has 78% of another element called
NITROGEN to go with the 21% of OXYGEN along with a few trace elements.

In passing, WATER covers our planet approximately 70% and at the same time an adult person is also 70% water
... thus we see how man is compatible with the earth God put him on.

SCIENCE has discovered that the composition of everything in our physical world (and that is plenty for us to
concentrate on!) comes from about 118 elements from gases to dense materials. Each of these properties are
distinct according to their individual traits and are described by numbers and are displayed accordingly on what
is known as ‘The Periodic Chart’ (see page 4 where we can observe where each element fits within the chart).
ATOMIC MASS is the common denominator that links the Hebrew letters with the chemical elements of creation. It
is also the numeric value that links the elements of our DNA to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet.

According to ancient references under the subject of creation, the ALCHEMY ELEMENTS of Fire, water and air
are really THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS of Hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen.

ALCHEMY is the philosophy of nature that includes how changes take place when going from one form to another.
The knowledge was known by the Phoenicians, the Babylonians, the Chaldeans, the Orient regions, the Romans
as well as the Greeks. Some of the ancients were outstanding leaders in the fields of science.

From the gematria (just like we saw the connection with heaven and earth...soul) we arrive at the ‘SIMPLE MASS’
for each element by adding up the figures of each respective number.

e.g. Hydrogen Atomic Mass is 1.00 and is equal to simple mass of 1. Similarly Nitrogen is 14 giving a total for
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(no name)

(no name)

     THE ANCIENT HEBREW TREE OF LIFE
showing the Divine attributes placed in this world
known as the Ten Sefirot

Black: Sefirot Reference
Red: Attribute
Blue: Ancient name of God

simple mass of 5 and Oxygen is 15 which gives the simple
mass as 6.
The Ancients made reference to ‘Mother-Earth’ and discov-
ered that there were just 3 letters of the Hebrew alphabet that
related exactly to the SIMPLE MASS of Hydrogen, Nitrogen
and Oxygen. Representing these elements  were  ALEF,
MEM & SHIN (being the Hebrew letters for Air, Water and
Fire) thus they form the basis of creation.

The SEPHER YETZIRAH declared ... ‘HE chose three letters
... He set them in His great name ... a great, concealed,
mystical exalted secret from which emanates Fire, Breath and
Water from which everything was created’; ‘All that is formed
and all that is spoken, is one name’.
So it is not strange that our Bible has the same principles ...
God is a consuming fire (Deut.4:24), God is Spirit (PNUEMA
also means breath,air,wind ... John 4:24) and the water of the
word (Ephesians 5:26).

EnduranceEnduranceEnduranceEnduranceEnduranceMajestyMajestyMajestyMajestyMajesty

SHEKHINAH translates to ‘immanent presence’
 and relates to ‘Matrona’, the feminine of God.’

By the 16th. Century, each attribute of God was
referred to by a Hebrew letter and linked with a
physical or a part of the soul.
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THE PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS

The FOUR BASIC ELEMENTS of our DNA are Carbon, Oxygen, Hydrogen
  and Nitrogen  and they are indicated with a coloured background.
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Y-H-V (omit the second H of YHVH as the letter is already included: YHVH later became ‘Jehovah’) of God’s name
and its link to A-M-Sh.

The four elements of all life have the same three common denominators plus a fourth, CARBON.

      “MOTHER”  LETTERS OF CREATION
Often spoken of as ‘the Gap Theory’ actually happened between Genesis 1:1 and 1:2. Have you ever wondered
how the dinosaur and other grim looking prehistoric animals came about? The Ancients recorded their
understandings thousands of years ago. This is what they reckoned. There was at first an incomplete creation they
called ‘THE WORLD OF CHAOS’ from the Mother Letters A-M-Sh and there followed ‘THE WORLD OF ORDER’
from the letters Y-H-V. This world would give some insight into why God saw that each new step as ‘good’. ‘Good’
being presumably better than before? The three letters of God’s name (YHV) are actually derived from and corre-
spond to the three Mother letters (AMSh)

Mother Letters in THE WORLD OF CHAOS Mother Letters in THE WORLD OF ORDER
A ------------------------------- = ---------------------------------- Y
M ------------------------------ = ---------------------------------- H
Sh ----------------------------- = ---------------------------------- V

ALPHABET TO ELEMENTS
By sorting and organizing traits of each element, scientists determine where each element ‘fits’ within the chart. It is
these qualities of number that link the elements of our DNA to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. This key allows us
to read the ancient message coded in the DNA of our cells.

Alchemical Element Fire Air Water Earth

Elements of our Body’s DNA Hydrogen Nitrogen Oxygen Carbon

As Reduced Atomic Mass 1 5 6
As Hebrew Letter Code 1 5 6

Same Elements as Hebrew Letters Y H V G

In the Hebrew Alphabet there are just three letters whose hidden number codes (value) precisely  line up with the
Simple Mass for the ancient elements of creation. The Sepher Yetzireh records for us what the pre-biblical scholars
discovered and their results as to the combining of elements have been verified by today’s scientists. These three
letters Y-H-V  also had to be in company with a fourth element ... a fourth letter. You will recall that ‘man’ was
formed out of the dust of the ground (Genesis 2:6-7). The three letters of God’s name that He used in creation have
their individual value ... Yod = 1, Hey = 5 and Vav = 6.  Combining these three by adding their values, the total = 12.
Now the Atomic Mass value for Carbon = 12. Simplifying by adding the two digits of 12 (i.e. 1+ 2), we arrive at
Simple Mass of 3. Gimmel, the fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet, equates with Carbon. We add this element to
the chart above (shown in red).
By converting the ancient elements, modern elements and the Hebrew alphabet to their common denominator of
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THE DNA BASE
The discovery that James Watson and Francis Crick made concern-
ing the DNA molecule — how that their genetic research gave
understanding to the fact that there are FOUR chemical compounds
or basic units.

They are ADENINE, THYMIME, GUANINE and CYSTOSINE
referred to respectively as the four letters A-T-G & C. These four
bases always form themselves into pairs ... ADENINE with
THYMIME and GUANINE with CYSTOSINE. Being coupled as pairs,
they form a sort of ladder inside the double helix of the DNA mol-
ecule.

The four DNA BASES showing the elements that they are made of along with their equivalent Hebrew Letter are
shown above. The YHVG base of each human being can be permutated into an infinite number of combinations
(see page 7) in which these four bases can be used in the cells of our being; thus each person has a unique DNA
by which we can be identified.

           GOD’S NAME AS ELEMENTS HUMAN’S NAME AS ELEMENTS

   NAME OF GOD       CHEMICAL EQUIVALENT NAME OF MAN CHEMICAL EQUIVALENT

Y H - Hydrogen = Y Hydrogen
H N - Nitrogen = H Nitrogen
V O - Oxygen = V Oxygen
H N - Nitrogen = G Carbon

These combinations are known as GENES and it is the groups of genes that form the 23 pairs which are called
CHROMOSOMES, that give us living detailed information which sets the human race apart from all other creation.

Remember ELEMENTS relate to Hebrew LETTERS and each Hebrew letter has a numerical value called
GEMATRIA.
We can readily see that we humans share in 75% of God’s Name and that we know, is His nature within His DNA.
The one portion that is different allows us to be ‘at home’ in this world of ours. Replacing the four elements of our
DNA with letters represented by their ancient and hidden number code, called GEMATRIA, reveals that the basis of
all life is made of various combinations of God’s ancient and personal name... YH meaning ‘Eternal’. In addition to
the name itself, the letters VG, meaning ‘within the body’, are encoded into the remaining building blocks of life. The
analysis of the gematria representing the DNA in our cells (YHVG) and the gematria that represents the name of
God (YHVH) reveals that, even though we share in the attributes of God’s name, we are not equal to God ...
we are simply able to express Him in the earth. We are made in the image and likeness of God, but we are not
God!

number, the alchemical elements of creation become the modern elements of DNA and they translate to the He-
brew letters Y-H-V-G in each cell of each human being on the earth.
 The Ancients recorded in the Sepher Yetzireh that God created all things utilizing all 22 letters of the Hebrew
Alphabet ... quote: ‘The 22 letters; He engraved them, carved them, permuted them, weighed them, trans-
formed them and from them He formed all that was ever formed and all that would ever be formed’.
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DNA Chemical     No. DNA Chemical No.
Base  Element of Atoms Base  Element of Atoms

THYMINE (T)         Hydrogen    6 ADENINE (A) Hydrogen 5
Nitrogen    2 Nitrogen 5
Oxygen    2 Oxygen 0
Carbon    5 Carbon 5

CYTOSINE (T)       Hydrogen    5 GUANINE (G) Hydrogen 5
Nitrogen    3 Nitrogen 5
Oxygen    1 Oxygen 1
Carbon    4 Carbon 5

YHVH of God’s name — the tetragrammaton — equates with the HNON (Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Oxygen and again
Hydrogen) and all three are colourless, invisible and odourless gases (pictured as SPIRIT) yet their effect is seen in
all creation, for it was  the Spirit of God that moved over the face of the earth (Genesis 1:2). Regeneration is again
a work of the Spirit of God  ... a new heart is given for the old one and God adds, I will put my Spirit within you and
cause you to walk in my statutes etc. (Ezekiel 36:26-7).

It should not now be difficult to grasp the love and grace of God for He has placed Himself in every man ... Christ is
in every man but, sad to say at present, He is covered up by sin and self which equates with being ‘dead’. A new
birth will release Him from within followed by an anointing of Himself upon one which will ensure that each is set
free ... yes each man in his own order.

The ancients agree with the scriptures that all creation has a part of His make-up; from such each part can there-
fore groan as a woman in travail for the first-fruit sons of God to come forth and restore all things that nothing be
lost.

This is just a ‘headline’ look at this subject and the tributaries from this river will cover lots of ground. Build on this
for it is far from complete. §

FROM Page 1:   From the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, there is a distinction made between the foundation of
three basics, seven doubles and twelve elementals. The three basics are A, M, Sh . . . the seven doubles are
B,G,D,K,P,R, and T . . . leaving the twelve elementals of H,V,Z,Ch,T,Y,L,N,S,O,Tz and Q which match with the
elements of the Periodic Table.


